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What we will explore…

• Picking up on Peter’s points re: feedback…

• Picking up on Peter’s point about authentic assessment…

• Exploring feedback as dialogue

• The national and institutional contexts

• Practical suggestions for engagement with feedback

• Examples from across the sector

• An invitation to you…



But first…

Q1) What would you define or describe as the 

purpose(s) of feedback?

Q2) What does good feedback do and for whom? 



What should good assessment 

and feedback actually do?



REAP (Re-engineering Assessment Practice)

Nicol and Draper (2009) 



Authentic assessment



Some features of authentic assessment

• Are meaningful learning activities in their own right

• Involve using knowledge and working in ways that reflect 

the ‘real world’ for which learners are preparing

• Realistic representations of knowledge and phenomena

• Involve negotiation of tasks, approaches or solutions

• Require collaboration including with expert peers

• Involve producing authentic outputs and artefacts

• Opportunities for peer review and self-reflection



Open floor…

What do you ‘feedback as dialogue’ involves?

How do you use feedback as a dialogue in your own 

practice, or how have you seen other approach this?



Feedback as dialogue

• Focused on the nature of the learning process itself, and not 

just on the product or outputs of learning

• Encompasses negotiation relating to what is to be learned, 

methods and means of assessment, and of formal feedback

• Involves formative feedback opportunities

• Feed forward as a key feature

• Emphasises peer feedback, not just tutor feedback

• Enables clarification, shared and inner reflection, and action



National context



Title

https://www.gcu.ac.uk/futurelearning/

feedbackprinciplesgcu/

https://www.gcu.ac.uk/futurelearning/feedbackprinciplesgcu/


http://www.enhancementthemes.ac.uk/current-enhancement-theme#

http://www.enhancementthemes.ac.uk/current-enhancement-theme


Institutional context



Title

https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/abou

t-uhi/governance/policies-and-

regulations/policies/assessme

nt-feedback-feedforward-

policy-and-guidance/

https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/about-uhi/governance/policies-and-regulations/policies/assessment-feedback-feedforward-policy-and-guidance/


Assessment Feedback and Feedforward

https://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/assessment-feedback

https://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/assessment-feedback


Assessment and feedback resource

/

http://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/assessment-feedback/in-practice/index.html
http://staffresources.uhi.ac.uk/assessment-feedback/in-practice/index.html


Our institutional work is focused on three project strands:

• Linking evidence to learning

• Linking student representation to enhancement

• Linking feedback to progression



Linking feedback to progression



Learning and 

Teaching Enhancement Values





Learning for employment

Learner choice and personalisation

Providing a connected learning experience

Evidence-based educational practice

Engaging our students as researchers

Assessment and feedback for learning

Active and creative use of technology

Integrated and sustainable teaching practice

Harnessing open education approaches

Supporting the student as an individual

Reflective practice and continuous improvement

Supporting professional development in L&T



Assessment and feedback for learning

Assessment practice will be rich and varied, and place an 

emphasis on students undertaking forms of assessment 

that present relevant learning opportunities. Formative 

assessment and feedback should allow students to reflect 

upon and refine their work, with feed forward 

opportunities supporting students in making decisions in 

how they progress within their studies.



Where possible assessment 

should go beyond testing 

knowledge, skills and 

understanding and instead 

present meaningful 

learning opportunities in 

the form of practical 

project work, designs, 

evaluations, research 

studies, creative outputs, 

and other real or realistic 

tasks and activities.

Formative feedback 

opportunities should be 

designed in to every unit 

or module, and provide 

students with guidance 

(to the group or the 

individual, through 

pointers or exemplars) 

which will allow them to 

gauge their progress and 

inform their future work.

Establish feedback as a 

dialogue that supports a 

student as they progress to 

each new stage of their 

studies, e.g. through having 

the student identify action 

points from their previous 

semester’s feedback to 

discuss with their Personal 

Academic Tutor at the start 

of the new semester.



At your tables (and in the chat room)…

Share and discuss current practices, or ideas for 

future practice, that exemplify effective ways of 

using feedback specifically to help students to 

progress from one stage of their studies to the next

For those in the room, agree on one or two 

examples you would like to report back on



Structuring assessment and feedback to 

support progression across and beyond a 

programme of study



MSc Blended and Online Education



Enhance – Thought Discussions



Assessment

Submit choice of six discussion posts to be tutor-assessed 

against a set of criteria that emphasise quality of  contributions:

Criteria A Well written and made in a timely fashion

Criteria B Relevant to general themes of Thought Questions

Criteria C Draw on other participants' responses in a constructive way

Criteria D Demonstrate evidence of critical analysis and exploration of concepts and 

ideas relevant to the general themes of the Thought Questions

Criteria E Supported where relevant by good use of current literature

Reflective piece that identifies areas for further learning



Extend – student-led seminars



Assessment

Seminars are assessed through a combination of self 

assessment and peer review, designed to give participants 

self-reflective and peer feedback they can draw upon

Criteria include:

Seminar design (including criteria relating to clarity and 

purpose of seminar objectives, quality of resources)

Supporting peer interaction and encouraging critical thought



Empower – joining professional communities



Assessment

Part I. Did the participant post the details of at least one 

online supported professional community to the Professional 

Communities Wiki by the deadline? Did they include the 

requested information (i.e. community origin, reason(s) for 

joining, target audience, selection of topics recently 

discussed, usefulness/benefit to participant)

Part II. Online presentations. With criteria covering whether 

the participant addressed key questions, and evidence of 

critical engagement in the chosen Professional Community



Ensuring learners value 

and act upon feedback



Feedback realities

Students don’t always read written feedback

Students don’t always act upon the feedback they receive 

Providing good feedback can be time consuming and repetitive

Quality of feedback can vary

The development of wider skills is not always addressed



Some ways to address them

Present feedback in more interesting and engaging ways

Require students to do something with their feedback, within a 

specific and ideally limited timeframe

Archive feedback. Use feedback on a ‘first run’ of an 

assessment to provide an FAQ for next cohort

Consider group formative feedback that allows students to 

‘place’ themselves and their own work

Ask students to define their feedback requirements



Feeding back on feedback



Integrated and 

programme focused assessment



http://www.pass.brad.ac.uk/index.php

http://www.pass.brad.ac.uk/index.php


http://www.testa.ac.uk/index.php/

http://www.testa.ac.uk/index.php/


Brunel University (PASS case study)

http://www.pass.brad.ac.uk/brunel-case-study-handout.pdf

http://www.pass.brad.ac.uk/brunel-case-study-handout.pdf


Vertical and horizontal projects

http://www.strath.ac.uk/viprojects/



Going back to this…



Assessment and feedback for learning

Assessment practice will be rich and varied, and place an 

emphasis on students undertaking forms of assessment 

that present relevant learning opportunities. Formative 

assessment and feedback should allow students to reflect 

upon and refine their work, with feed forward 

opportunities supporting students in making decisions in 

how they progress within their studies.



And this…



Linking feedback to progression



Can we work with you…

To help explore approaches to feedback as dialogue, 

perhaps in the context of programme assessment? 

Would you be interested in being one of the 

programme teams we work with as we progress the 

‘linking feedback to progression’ strand of the 

current Enhancement Themes work?



If so…

Heather Fotheringham

heather.fotheringham@uhi.ac.uk

Keith Smyth

keith.smyth@uhi.ac.uk

mailto:heather.Fotheringham@uhi.ac.uk
mailto:keith.smyth@uhi.ac.uk

